Wed 6/8

Bradley forecast 6/7
6/7 - overnight - Winds S at 20 increasing to 30 Seas 6 to 10 ft.
6/8 - morning winds SSW 30 frontal passage associated with TS Colin brings
rain squalls mid morning and wind shift to WSW at 30 to 35 -- winds diminish
20 to 25 around 21Z (5 PM EDT)
overnight winds variable S to WSW at 20 to 30 Seas 5 to 9 ft
6/9 - Morning winds variable S to W at 15 to 20 becoming W 15 to 20 Seas 4
to 8

Current Surface: 6/8

TS Colin 5 PM position 36.5 N 72.2 W Movement NE at 40
expect continued movement NE at 30 to 40 - strong Low pressure in the
Canadian Maritimes will aid in continued course & speed. Winds 60 - We DO
NOT anticipate any strengthening of this storm.
So far everything is clear behind TS Colin . High pressure moving in from W
Sea state may be choppy in the wake of this storm

24 hr
Forecast

48 hr Forecast

GRIB 4 day forecast: Departure from BDA on 6/8 Course of 295T @ 6 knots
6/9 @ 0600 UTC

6/11 @ 0600 UTC
6/10 @ 0600 UTC

6/12 @ 0600 UTC

BDA

BDA Forecast 6/9 @ 1130 AST

Bradley forecast 6/8
6/8 - evening Winds SSW at 15 to 20 increasing to 30 -overnight wind shifts W at 25 to 30
6/9 - winds diminish and become W to NW at 10 to 15 some
variability depending on position Waves 7 to 9 diminishing to
5 to 7
6/10 - winds continue W to NW 10 to 15 through the day -overnight WNW 15 to 20 waves 4 to 6
6/11 - Winds NW 5 to 10 Waves 4 to 6
Tropical - small disturbance on the W tip of Cuba shows very
small chance of becoming organized - no danger anticipated

Current Surface
Forecast 6/9
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48 hr
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6/9 @ 0600 UTC

6/11 @ 0600 UTC

Course of 295T
@ 6 knots

6/10 @ 0600 UTC
6/12 @ 0600 UTC

Bradley Mabe: 6/9
6/9 Evening - Winds WSW 10 to 15
becoming W overnight Waves 4
to 66/10 Winds veering WSW 10
to 15 Some variability W to WSW
through the day & evening Waves
4 to 6
6/11 Winds becoming NW at 10 to
15 as high pressure moves into
your SW Waves 3 to 5
6/11 Evening - Winds NNW 5 to 10
Wind becomes lighter and variable
overnight shifting back WNW
No tropical cyclone activity
expected

Bradley Mabe: 8/10 @1800

6/10 @1930
6/10 - evening - Wind WNW 10 to 15 wind is
more N the further S you go - your present
coarse indicated by spot is just N of a
shortwave trough
6/10 - overnight - Wind becomes NW at 8 to
10
6/11 - Wind becomes N at 5 to 10 as a high
pressure system begins to influence your area.
Wind becomes lighter and more variable later
in the day, becoming NNW at 5 to 10
overnight
6/12 - Early Morning winds become W for a
few hours, then become SW at 15 to 20
increasing to 20 to 25 in the evening
6/13 - Morning Winds SW 15 to 20 - a frontal
passage brings increased chance of rain and a
possible wind shift WNW this is W and N of
36N 69W
6/13 Evening - Winds NW 10 to 15

6/10 @ 1800 UTC

6/12 @ 1800 UTC

Course of 290T
@ 6 knots
6/11 @ 1800 UTC

6/13 @ 1800 UTC

Bradley Mabe: June 11, 2016
at 6:00:00 PM EDT
6/11 - evening, winds N at 10.
Overnight, winds becoming NW 5
to 10. Continuing to back W then
SW by Sunday morning.

6/12 - Winds SW at 15 to 20
increasing to 25 with gusts to 30 in
the afternoon and evening
Overnight, a frontal system passing
brings rain and T-storms
The farther W you are the less the
front impacts you and the sooner
winds become N

Surface for 0000 6/12

Surface for 0000 6/14

BDA

6/13 - Winds SW to WSW at 20 to
25 rain and T-storms likely through
the day. Wind becoming N at 10 to
15 overnight
6/14 - Winds become W at 15 to 20

Surface for 0000 6/13

Navigator approx. psn
On a course of 290 T @ 6 kts

6/12 @0600
6/14 @0600

6/13 @0600

6/15 @0600

From: Captain Tom Tursi, S/V NAVIGATOR
Date: June 11, 2016 at 7:41:00 PM EDT
We had a beautiful sailing day today with lost of sun and 12 knots of wind. It
was easy sailing and students took celestial shots. We had chicken soup for
dinner and everything is fine.

6/12 @ 0524

CW Eddy

BDA

From: Captain Tom Tursi, S/V NAVIGATOR
Date: June 12, 2016 at 8:20:00 PM EDT
We're in the middle of a gale now with 35 knots of wind. Everyone
is doing well. We got Brad's report from last night. It's been pretty
much right on, but with winds a little higher than that indicated.
Midday today winds were 25 to 30 and they've been building
toward evening and now we're getting 30 - 35. The waves are big
but we have the mainsail reefed one reef and we have the jib
down to a handkerchief size... it's pretty small, and we're actively
sailing. We've reduced sail significantly in that manner in order to
keep moving and control the direction of the boat relative to the
waves. If I would heave to, I could not do that, I would be more or
less subject to however the boat turns. So this is a relatively
comfortable arrangement that we have. We are moving 4 knots
relative to the water and it's controllable. There are no waves
breaking into the cockpit. We get spray now and then, but no
waves and it's all pretty manageable. Everybody has a positive
attitude. We had beef stew for dinner. We washed dishes in fresh
water tonight. We don't usually do that. We usually wash them in
salt water but it was too rough tonight. I just came off watch along
with Ron and I'm about to call it quits for the evening. Nordie and
Samir are on right now.
It's going to be a long trip. With the forecast you just gave me for
tomorrow with winds from the NW we're not going to be making
distance to our destination. For the past 24 hours we've actually
been sailing directly towards Norfolk but we're going to have to
tack off when the wind direction changes and then it's going to go
back to SW so we'll be able to cut back. In any event, we're
plugging away.

From: Bradley Mabe
June 12, 2016 at 5:43:15 PM EDT
6/12 - Evening - Wind SW 20 to 25 gusts
to 30.
6/13 - Morning Wind SW 20 to 25 gusts
to 30. At around 12Z (8AM EDT) a frontal
system is indicated nearing your
anticipated position from the NW. Rain
and T-storms likely. After the frontal
system passes 15z to 18z (11AM - 2PM
EDT) winds become NW at 10 to 15
winds will back some overnight to the
WNW.
6/14 - Winds WNW to W at 10 to 15
6/15 - Morning - winds W 10 to 15,
afternoon - winds become WSW at 8 to
10 continue to backing SW 10 to 15
evening and overnight
No tropical storm activity noted.

Bradley Mabe: 6/13: 1800
6:6/13 - Evening Winds NNW at 10 to 15 becoming WNW 10 to 12 overnight
6/14 - Winds WNW 10 in the morning increasing to 15 late morning, becoming W at 10 to 15 early
afternoon - becoming NW at 10 to 15 in the evening then light and variable overnight
New low pressure area forms just off the coast of N. Carolina along a stationary front - producing
rain and showers and variable winds.
6/15 - Winds light and variable mostly from the W at 5 to 8 - evening brings increased chance of
showers. Wind becoming SW 15 to 20 overnight
6/16 - Winds SW 15 to 20, rain and showers

6/13: 1800 EDT

Approx psn 6/13 @ 1800 EDT
6/15 @ 1200 UTC
6/16 @ 1200 UTC

6/14 @ 1200 UTC

6/16 @ 1200 UTC

Bradley Mabe: 6/15: 1810 PM
6/15 - Evening - Winds - SSW at 10 increasing to SSW at 15 night increasing to SW at 20 by morning.
Increasing chance of rain and T-storms overnight mainly after 9PM local
6/16 - Winds SW at 20. An area of Low pressure over the Mid Chesapeake bay moves ENE and continues to
bring a threat of showers & T-storms. Afternoon and evening, winds back WNW at 10 as the low moves
farther E. Overnight, winds become N at 5 to 7 then become ENE at 10 toward Morning.
6/17 - Winds - ESE at 10 to 15 becoming more NE as you approach the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay. Expect
rain showers through the day. As another Low forms just off the NC coast
6/18 - Winds - NE at 20 to 25 Gusts to 30

6/16: 0930

6/15: 1800

Bradley Mabe: 6/16: 5:41 PM
6/16 - Evening - Winds E to ENE at 10 to 15. Tonight N to NW at
10 to 15 Becoming E to NE at 5 to 15. Waves 3 to 5 feet
6/17 - Winds E to SE at 15 to 25 becoming E 25 to 35
Gale warning beginning 4PM tomorrow afternoon

6/16: 1930

